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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Thursday, March 12, 1970
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Ca rn pus Briefs

Levy Speech

Leonard Levy will speak on "Is
the Supreme Court Coddling
Criminals," tonight at 8 in the
Kiva.
His speech .is being sponsored
by the University Speakers
Committee.

U of A Concert
Jim Siegling and Frank Larabee
will play in concert at the
University of Albuquerque
rathskellar Saturday, March 14, at
8 p.m. Admission is 75 cents per
person, and $1 per couple.

Voter Registration
The League of Women Voters
will register eligible voters in the
Union on March 16, 18, and 20,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Chemistry Seminar
Dan Cook will address a
chemistry department seminar
Friday, at 3:30p.m., in room 101
of the chemistry building.
Cook will speak on the use of
nitrogen oxides in pyridazine
chemistry, His address, part of the
•.
•
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252.t Centrnl S.E.
Acrnss from Johnson Gym1~asium
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comprehensive sequence for the
Ph.D. in chemistry, is free and
open to all interested persons.

Lithographs
Paul Harris,· who" received his
master's degree in art in 1952 at
UNM has produced a suite of 21
litho'graphs at the Tamarind
Lithography Workshop in Los
Angeles.·
Harris was at the workshop
from November through January
as one of Tamarind's fellowship
artists.
The 21 prints in "The Shut-in
Suite" measure 22 by 30 inches,
rapge from one to nine colors, and
are drawn with tusche and crayon.
Harris, a sculptor, presents a
shut-in's intimate reflections on
his environment. His crisp images
appear as still lifes seen through a
zoom lens: the views are cropped
and flattened,

Teach-In Committee
The Research Committee for
the Environmental Teach-In will
meet Thursday, March 12 at 7:30
p.m. in the upstairs lobby of the
Union.
Research assignments will be
determined, and approaches to
research will be discussed by
committee Chairman Tom
Couture.

LEI1Z Drafring & Engineering Supplies
Discount to llNM Students

announced the following
appointments: Casey Church,
Lobo summer editor; Carolyn
Babb, Thunderbird editor for
1970-71, and Sarah Laidlaw,

Chemistry Seminar
Thomas Rivera will lead a
chemistry department seminar
Friday, at 3:30 p.m., in room
101 of the chemistry building,
The seminar, free and open to
all interested persons, will deal
with some applications of matrix
isolation techniques. Rivera is a
doctoral candidate in the
department. '
.

Film Classic l!'ritz I.ang's "Metropolis," a
1926 film classic, will be
Thursday's presentation by the
Societe du Cinema.
Show time will be 7 p.m. in
the Union Theater. Admission is
by season subscription, or on a
seats available basis at 75 cents
per person.
"Metropolis," one of the last
silent screen giants, stars Gustav
Frohlich and Brigitte Helm.

Support Lobo
Advertisers

1970-71, Editors

Lobo editor for 1970-71.
There were no applicants for
Mirage editor.

Math Colloquium
James Greenburg, professor of
mathematics at Case Western
Reserve University, will address a
department of mathematics and
statistics colloquium Thursday, at
3:30 p.m., in room 104 of Marron
Hall.
Greenburg's talk, free and open
to all interested persons, will deal
with nonlinear conservation laws.

Piano Recital
Lavenia B. Livingston will
present a graduate piano recital
Tuesday, March 24, at 8:15p.m.
in the Recital Hall.
w i II

She
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Thursday March 12
ISRAD-WIN; Union room 248;
9:30a.m.
.
Biologists1 conservationists; Unton
room 231·/\·B: 11:30 a.m.
AWS; Union room 231-B·C: 3:30
p.m.
4
SDS; Union room 250;-C:
P,.m,
ASUNl\1 Senate executtve sesston;
Union room 230; 4;30 p.m.
Spurs; Union room 231-E; 6 p.m.

Las

Campanas;

Film,

"Metropolis";

room

w

Union

Theater; 7 p.m.
KUNM radio board; Union room
231-A; 7 p.m.
PopUlar Entertainment Committee;
Union room 230; 7 p.m.
A Phi 0: 250·D; 7:30 p,m,
Gamma Sign1a Sigma; Union room
23l·D; 7:30 p,m.

M

LITHOGRAPHERS
No flat stones at ...

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnite

E

Only $1.50

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Film Committee

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journnlism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Clnssified Advertising
per word and the minimum number o£
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: PlljiJllent must be made in !uU prior to insertion of advertisement.

Friday, March 13
7 & 10p.m.

1)

,. '
Fritz L ang's 'Metropons
with
live piano accompaniment

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
THUNDERBffiD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journnlism Bldg.

Tlmrs., 7 p.m.
SUB Theater
50¢ or by subscription

OKIE'S
Everyday
All Day
FREE' POPCORN

MOVEMENT-BODY AWARENESS SENSITIVITY TRAINING. 525 Wellesley SE. Call 256·0141. 3/17
MARRIED STUDENTS hospital insurance
up to $400 !or maternity. For information
phone 242-1217. 3/13
THUNDERBffiD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
AU art works may now be picked up at
nn. 205 Journalism Bldg., 9 a.m.---4 p.m.
Monduy-Friday.
:NEED HELP? A listener 7 Personal, Marital, Sensitivity Groups. United Ministries Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic•
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree
three print.. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
scheduie.
WOULD YOU like to study more effectively? Take the Study Course at
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Rc!sults guaranteed. 256-0880. 3/13

. j

I

50¢ with ID
Directed by Francesco Rosl and Antonio Cervi; title tronslatlon: "II N.omento
Della Verite;" screenplay and set by Rosl; photography by Gianni dl Venanzo,
Aioce Parofin, Pasquale de Sontis; music by Piero Picclonl, With Miguel Mateo
Miguelin, Jose Gomez Sevillano, Pedro Basauri Pedrucho, Lindo Christian.
Spanish with English sublitles.

~

A Carlo Ponti Prod

LOST & FOUND

,---

6)

EMPLOYMENT

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY part-time.
[£ YOU arc looking lor a real opportunity
plu• earlY retirement, call 268-4950 atCcr
5 :30. Couples preferred. 3/18

7)
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Brandeis Historian

I
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Michelangelo Antonioni 's
first English language film
starring

Vanessa Redgrave

$1.00 " day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No DepO!Iit
· Lower Monthly Rate

JENNY 7:.cl0 & 9:45
Caribbean 7:20 & 9:25

FOX WINROCK

TRE

Buck's TV Rentals
268·•589
Color Available

,.

about UNM were mere hearsay and
had no validity,
"More Sympathetic"
Malry said the legislature was more
sympathetic toward the state's
universities following the legislative
investigating committee's findings.
Malry pointed out that the
legislature allocated $110,000 more in
state appropriations than originally
asked for by the Board of Educational
Finance for New Mexico's universities.
In addition, $140,000 was
appropriated for the development of
the College Enrichment Program at
UNM. The program is designed to give
special guidance to prepare students
from deprived areas for the university
atmosphere. It also provides a study
program during the summer.
Malry said that contrary to what
some people think, the majority of
the legislature is not anti-University.

BLOW-UP i
co.storrlng

David Hemmings
Sarah Miles
*ftmo Magozine, Now.sweek,Sarurdav
Rovlow, Lifo Magazine, f.T.V., Tho
Now Yor~or, Commonweal, Tho
Now Ropublie, Tho Village Volco,
Tho New loadot.
'

I COLOR]
APttmltr Ptoductlou Co., lne. R•l••••

I
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Saturday &
Sunday

7& lOp.m.
50¢ wilh ID
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UNM students Craig
Simpson and Mannie Wright
filed charges yesterday with
Student Standards Committee
against Speakers Committee
Chairman Ray Schowers for his
actions at the canceled Sen.
Strom Thurmond speech
March 4.
The allegation states
Schowers "did interfere with
the educational process of
UNM and the right of free
speech and debate in a public
place."
The complaint was the
second one filed with Student
Standards against Schowers.
Wednesday night, UNM
students Doug Nance and
David Rigsb;x submitted a
complaint stating "there would
have been no disruption" had
Schowers allowed Thurmond
to answer questions directed to
him from the audience.
The charges filed by
Simpson and Wright state
Schowers "engaged in the same
type of debate that has been
assigned to Allen Cooper and
Bill Or zen" (two students
charged in the incident).
"Ray Schowers refused to
allow questions on the part of
the audience, and arbitrarily
decided when questions would
be allowed, using the rule of 30
minutes uf speech first and 30
minutes of questions
afterward," the charges state.
The complaint also charges
Schowers with canceling a
speech "in progress."
"There is some doubt as to

the commitment of Ray
Schowers to free debate and
speech since Sen. Thurmond
had to catch a 9: 30 flight that
night. This is a gross
mismanagement of $2000 of
student funds."
The complaint submitted
earlier by Rigsby and Nance
states: "Schowers'
responsibility as chairman of
the Speakers Committee was
forfeited by his personal
refusal to provide for an
exchange of questions from
students in the audience with
Thurmond."
.
Rigsby and Nance also
accused Schowers of
"participating in the ensuing
chaos between members of the
audience by generally shouting
and generally disrupting the
learning process and the right
of all concerned to freedom of
speech and discussion.
"Schowers insisted on the
technique of confrontation,
giving no opportunity for
students to participate in the
learning situation," the
complaint said.
The authors of the
complaint also felt Schowers
"should stand the same test he
and other student leaders have
applied to Allen Cooper and
William Orzen."
Charles Roberts,
administrative advisor to
Student Standards Committee,
said he did not know when the
complaints would be put
before the committee.

Levy Lists Factors of Rising Crime

'.

~

ASUNMFilm
Committee

Swim Fund Gets 'Do Pass'

Students File Complaint
Say Schowers Meddled

Poverty, Not Supreme Court Responsible

5

5
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Brandeis University history
professor, Leonerd Levy, spoke
last night in the Kiva on poverty
and other sociological factors
which influence the rising crime
rate.

The Senate Finance Committee last night gave a
"do pass" recommendation to a bill allocating $300
to help finance the women's swim team
participation in a national championship meet.
The monies allocated by the bill, drafted by the
committee, would pay partial expenses for four
swimmers in the National Intercollegiate meet at
Illinois State University March 19-21, if passed.
"This is the first time so many girls have qualified
for the meet," said Jackie Peck, co-captain of the
team.

/

I

THE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
SE. FridaY nnd S~.turdaY nights, 8•11.
3/17

Doors Open 7:00 p.m.

--·-- ......... - ___.._ ____ j
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MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lcsson. $14
hr. after. Lee Mll.!lon, 268-4589. 3/24

'--:-----_-:--,

/

SALESMAN SAMPLE SALE, Moot
famous brand labels. Mens dresa, sport,
knit, sweaters. Who).,ale pricCA. 3201
Montclair NE. 344·0292. 3/13
EUROPE for $229 RT from N.Y. with
group. 256·1404. 3/12
'

"WONDERFUL CARIBBEAN"

!

I

FORSALE

PAY TOO MUCH FOR GAS; walk too far
to cliiBS? LAMDRETTA, 150 ec, $150.,
247-2539. 3/18
SAVE I on Ampex, Sony Garrard, Scott,
ete. Trade-ins and DemO&-Tapc recorders. speakers, phones,.. rce:civersSound by HiFi House, 3011 Monte Vista
NE at tho Triangle.
650 HORNET (BSA'a bottc.t I). Exeellent
condition, cniJ Bob. 268-7847. 3/13
GENUINE ANTIQUE JENNY LIND
double bed. Cheap I 867·2814 Placitao.
3/13
1966 TR4A, recent engine overhaul,
36,000 miles, 22 miles/gallon. $1150,
phone 299-2671. 3/16
SUZUKI 250 ce. 1966. Clen.n. Call John
at 3138 or 268-8194. $350. 3/12
200 USED TVs AU styles. $15 up, 441
GREAT BOOKS ot the Western world. Excellent condition, $200. 268..()714. 3/13
EMERSON TAPE recordc~cellent for
component set up, $GO.
CONSERVATIVELY check<'<! Aport coat,
size 37, $10.
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
$200, trY them on-make offer, size 39,
som!! with two pair pants. Call 247·2545.

I
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LOSE SOMETHING? To find it, try
Lobo Classified Ads.
BE SURE to check the Loot & Found
service in the lobby of the sun !or
your lost items.
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"All the row excitement of the bullring that anyone could normally
require, plus a weollh of the color and drama In tho life of a young
torero • • • Never have I seen a motion picture that so clearly and
unrelentingly shows the whole brutal, bloody business of the killing of
the bulls in the ring as does this virtual documentary."
-Bosley Crowther, New York Times

P""""•
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understanding people, there will be no
need for him to serve on the
committee. However, if the
committee is made up of close-minded
members, Malry said he feels he will
again have to start his fight to show
the committee what the function of a
university is.
"I think the committee learned a
great deal (about UNM), when you
consider that the majority of members
had not attended college or if they
did, it was during the 1930's. I hope
that the make-up of the new
committee will change considerably,"
Malry said. "I also hope the new
committee members will realize that
the University is a place where.
knowledge is obtained, and that these
new members will have an open mind
in approaching various problems that
exist on the University campus."
The future of UNM looks much
brighter, said Malry, because the old

X

TRUTH
ASUNM

presents

will be made up of reasonable and committee found many of the stories

OF

Publications Board yesterday

societe Ju
•
cn.nem.a

By PATRICIA WEGMAN
Lenton Malry, D-Bernalillo, said he
voted for the continuance of the
Legislative Universities Investigating
Committee, because he hopes it will
have a positive, rather than negative
effect.
"We don't want the connotation
that the committee is holding a
hammer over the University's head,
but rather that it can look into the
needs of the University. One such
need in an increase in the professors'
salaries," said Malry, a member of the
House of Representatives, and a former member of the investigating
committee. He is also the principal of
La Mesa Elementary school.
"I also insisted upon changing the
name from the investigating
committee to the university
committee to avoid any negative
connotations," he said.
·
University Function
Malry said if the new committee

MOMENT

'

theunm

Malry Speaks on U Probe

E

25G-E; 6:15 p.m.
Gamma Sigma Sigma Pledges;
Union room 231-D; 6:30 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union
room 250·A·B; 6:30 p.m.
AWS executive board; Union
room 231-C; 7 p,m,
.
.
Christian Science organ17-Utt.:>n;
Union room 253; 7 p.m.
Circle I<; South Ballroom; 7 p.m.

three

compositions by Bach, and others
by Schumann and Prokofieff. Her
accompanist in a Mozart concerto
will be Morton Schoenfeld.
The recital is open to the public
without charge.

Union

Says Positive Effects Needed

I

Friday,
March 13,
.. 1970

Vol. 73

No. 100

Pulitzer Prize winning historian Leonard Levy blamed poverty and other sociological factors :Cot• crime increnses, rather
than the libertarian pronouncements o.f the Supreme Court, in
a speech given in the Kiva! last
night.
His answer to the title of his
presentation, "Is The Supreme
Court Coddling Criminals?" was
that the courts are merely asking for the basic human rights
guaranteed under the Constitution. "If you want to c'ut crime,"
· said Levy, !'reduce povel:ty, and
' the depression, hoplessness, despair, and oppression that goes
with it. Don't water down the
Bill of Rights....:...give the poor a

stake in wanting law and order."
The Brandeis University historian quoted fom1er A ttomey
General Ramsey Clark as stating
that people don't commit crimes
because they know the police
won't be able to question them,
or because they're bound to be
set free on some fine point of
procedure.
"The people wl1o make these
arguments take the blame off society for increasing crime rates
and put it on the Supreme
Court," Levy said. "There is absolutely ,no evidence linking the
Supreme Cout·t's libertarian decisions wtih the increase of
crime.''
Levy's speech was interrupted

by applause only once, when he
Before the 1960s, said LevY,
couldn't recall Vice President state and local law agencies were
Spiro Agnew's name. In refer- not bound to aJ!ply the guaranring to the charges that Supreme tees of the Bill of Rights. It was
Court edicts have led to more especially in the period from
crime, he stated, "President Nix- 1960 to 1965 that the Supreme
on says so, Vice President •... Court handed down decisions
Agnew says so, Attorney Gen- which so drastically affected
eral Mitchell says it-and it's legal procedure and opened up
igi!Orant, and il'l'esponsible.
the Court to sharp criticism.
"Yet in these five years seriTo support his argument, LevY
pointed out the restrictions on ous juvenile crime-murder, Jar·
police and' courts in other na- . ceny, auto theft, rape,. etc.-intions, even Great Britain whose creased by more than 50 percent
system of jurispt·udence is very while adult crimes increased by
similar to ours, at·e much less, only 20 percent. Since juvenile
and not well enforced, yet crime courts are not affected by Suis on the rise there and in every preme Court. decisions, this
ot.her modern society. ' 1The rea- shows us there must be some
sons are universal," -Levy said. other reason."

..-~
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GRANT HARVEY
Monaging Editor

WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 100

Friday, March 13, 1970

The New Mexi~o Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer.
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid ot Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rete is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of Th<> Lobo.
Nothing necessarily rspresents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
varsity of New Mexico.

Editorial

·Prosecute Guilty Parties
The University administration is carefully' adhering to administrative regulations
governing due process in its handling of
charges against UNM students Allen Cooper
and Bill Orzen before the Student Standards Committee.
The on-again off-again suspensions of
three students for their part in an antiROTC demonstration last year was a learning experience for Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender and UNM
President Ferrel Heady.
In that incident, Cooper, Mannie Wright,
and Larry Russell were summarily suspended, reinstated, suspended again by Student
Standards, and finally placed on probation'
for one year by Heady.
But aside from the differences in pursuing prosecution, the ROTC incident, the
heckling of Sen. Strom Thurmond, and the
disruption of the UNM-BYU basketball
game, have one striking similarity.
In the threP. instances, a small group of
students were charged with an offense of
which many students were equally guilty.

Cooper and Orzen were clearly involved in
the Thurmond disruption, but they were
definitely not alone.
Many students were involved in either
heckling Thurmond or heckling the hecklers
(the Lobo editor was involved in the latter)
and all were involved in the disruption
which led to the cancellation of the speech.
At the time it charged Cooper and Orzen
in the heckling, the administration indi.
cated it would bring similar charges against
other persons as soon as they could be positively identified. More than a week has
passed without other students being
charged.
In addition, the administration's decision
to charge Cooper and Orzen in connection
with .the BYU game incident came only
after the district attorney decided to prosecute.
We trust the administration is not following the district attorneys' lead in using
Cooper and Orzen as examples and overlooking equal treatment for everyone involved.

'Ellsworth Bunker & Co. Are Here To Offer Their Embarassments.'

Lobo Review

~Presentation
By CHARLES &
PATRICIA ANDREWS
Those who saw the Repertory
Dance Theatre perform Saturd.ay
night at Popejoy Hall got hit w1th
a total experience. Dance, sound,
lights, film-explosh;e, bound~ess
energy, and dynamtc expression
of human emotion.
The dancers threw thelllSelves
(quite literally, on at le~t two
occasions) so completely mto the
performance, and expressed basic,
raw emotions so ably through
dance, that it was nearly
impossible not to become caught
up in what was taking pla~e, and
feel drained and mentally hmp by
the evening's end.
The Repertory Dance Theatre
is a professional modern dance
company made up of six males
and six females, all young and all
but one from west of the
Mississippi. The company grew
out of the excellent dance
program at the University of Utah
(which also spawned Ballet West),
and is in residence there. Its
founding in 1966 was greeted
with more skepticism than
anything else, because it had
always been held by many that
modern dance of any quality just
didn't exist any farther west than
New York City. But in four short
years the Utah group has forced a
re-evaluation of that notion, and
their recent New York
performances were received with
highly favorable reviews.
The performance began and
ended with the showing of two
films, titled "Prologue II" and
"Epilogue II" respectively. A dual
projection was shown on a huge
screen lowered to the stage area,
and "Prologue II" also consisted
of projections on the two side
walls of the hall. While it was a
relatively documentary look at
the company in preparation and
performance, "Epilogue II" was
the more impressive. It had more
motion than 'the first film (which
relied a lot on series of still
photographs), and was a beautiful
combination of negatives, rich
color, slow motion, close-ups, etc.
The most varied work ot the
evening was "Lyric Suite,"

Barbarians at Gates

Don't Pay War Taxes
"':::!!

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE
Did you know that sweet ol'
Ma Bell is being required to
collect a war tax? {she doesn't
·really want to-it's bad business)
Help Ma Bell ... Don't pay the
U.S. (war) tax on your phone bilL
We, the undersigned members
of the War Resisters League of
Albuquerque, are currently not
paying the ten percent federal war
tax imposed on most telephone
charges. The telephone tax was
raised in April, 1966, only in
order to help pay for the war in
Vietnam.
-,We have chosen this form of
resistance as a non-violent way of
opposing the War that goes one
step beyond marching in peace
marches.
The reason we have·organized is
to help pool our ''war resiatance"
money from the unpaid taxes into
a peace fund.
As a start we are sending our
peace taxes to the following
organizations:
Albuquerque BuDding Co-op
45114tb NW
This is a small business co-op
' which includes a shoe store in the
UNM Union; a garbage service in
the South Valley; provides
construction work; . runs a
pre·school: and works with co-op

,..

shopping.

By including a statement to the
Tierra Amarilla-Cooperativa phone company, you are relieving
Agricola Del Pueblo de Tiena them of the responsibility of
collecting the tax, and the unpaid
Amarilla, c/0 Cruz Aguilar
balance
will probably not be
Gen. Delivery, Park View, New
carried over to next month's bill.
Mexico 87551
This is an effort by the people If it is, refuse to pay it again. The
of Tierra Amarilla to attack phone company will notify the
hunger and health problems of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of
northern New Mexico. Food is your refusal.
Your protest is not against the
raised on land owned by the
people of Tierra Amarilla to be phone company and they will not
distributed at no cost or at stop your phone service. Your
under-market prices. The Clinica protest is against the war tax.
Once the IRS learns of your
of the Cooperative will provide
refusal, it is up to them to collect
health and medical services.
the tax. They Will probably write
Duranes Cultural Center
you a few letters, which you can
1815 Rmna NE
ignore or reply to as you wish.
This is a center for cultural The IRS can also put liens on
programs, cultural awareness, and your bank account, your
a community center, which is paycheck, or your real property,
planning to organize free but this process costs so much
breakfast for school children.
more than the tax involved that it
The method of opposing the is seldom done.
tax is: (1) Subtract the federal
The objectives of the War
taxes indicated on your bill fron). Resisters League of Albuquerque
the total amount due; (2) Pay the are to provide information about
phone company the reduced total; tax resistance, to help people find
( 3) Include a signed statement uses for their peace funds, and, if
telling the phone company that ever needed, to help provide
you are not paying tl'le war tax. information about tax resistance,
This can be as simple as writing to help people find uses for their
"Vietnam war tax refused." (4) peace funds, and, if ever needed,
Decide what you want to do with to .help provide legal services for
your self-imposed peace taxes.
individuals prosecuted by

ms.
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Submarine Heat Pipe~.
Part of u·s Research

Repertory Dance Theater

Editor:

Ben1a

NEW MEXICO LOBO

To the Editor:
Our .campus radicals are going
great, They've thrown kerosene
bombs at a basketball game,
suppressed the right to speak of a
United States Senator (and my
right to hear him), and tried to
tll'e·bomb the University building
which houses the psychology
research facility, Air Force ROTC,
and the Student Aids Office. All
without meaningful opposition.
So. mtich for "It can't happen
here."
Students wishing to conserve
civilization had best make
themselves heard now. The Young
Americans for l<'reedom (YAF) is
an organization devoted to
America's reconstruction, not her
destruction. If you are interested
in joining a YAF chapter at UNM,
please contact me (tel. 265·7164).
The lack of campus opposition
has been the sole cause of the
advances of the New Left
barbarians on those campuses
where they hold influence, After
talking with several of these
people myself, I can testify that
they possess no irresistible
powers, no irresistible moral
truths, and certainly no irresistible
intellectual insights.
Believe me, they are anything
but irresistible in any sense. They
have only been unresisted.
Yet that fact does not make
their advances any less real nor
will it diminish their victo;y if
~hese barbarians triumph. And our
defeat will be all the more bitter
because we will knpw that it need
not have been.
Th~ truth ramains: the
barbarmns are at the gates and
this is the time for cho~sing,
Where •do you stand? What are .
·
you gomg to do about it?
David C. Williams

of ·Life'

described in the program as "one
of the true classics of modern
choreography." Its six
movements, each complete in
themselv!!s, when considered
together seem to run th!! gamut of
human emotions-from gentle
love to inner torment, passion to
despair. Especially striking in all
of them was the technique of
continued dance for several
seconds after the music's end.
Besides dramatically and deeply
etching in your mind what you
had seen, the sudden silence with
continued movement made the
viewer fill in for himself the void
which the music's abrupt halt
created. The Repertory Dance
Theatre holds the distinction of
being the only company allowed
by Anna Sokolow, creator of
"Lyric Suite," to perform the
work.
The most dramatic, difficult,
and probably best-performed
piece was "When Summoned," a
commentary on war which
became a showcase for the
outstanding physical skills of the
dancers, (The men's leaps, from
almost no preparation, were
almost unbelievable,) It was
spellbinding, and so filled at times
with separate action over the
entire stage that it was difficult to
comprehend in its entirety.
After the heavy drama of
"When Summoned," the lightness
and occasional hilarity of "Three
Promenades To The Lord" was
q1dte welcome, and brought
uproarious laughter from the
au d i en c e.
One final comment-it was
interesting to note that the usual
"dance audience" was not in
evidence. There were many of the
same faces which are present at
every ballet, but on the whole it
was definitely a "younger,"
perhaps "hipper" crowd. A great
experience for those who were
being exposed to dance for the
first time-perhaps now they will
be inspired to check out the next
ballet performance that comes to
town, and may dig it. Too bad for
the purists who stayed away-you
missed a great presentation of
Life, folks.

New Editors

Carolyn Babb (left) was chosen 1970-71 Thunderbird editor,
and Casey Church was appointed Lobo summer editor by the
Student Publications Board. Miss Church will publish eight issues
of The Lobo during the summer session.

Strike400On
at
Buffalo
U
Riot-Garbed Police on Campus
BUFFALO-(CPS)·-A studentfaculty strike at the State University of New York at Buffalo
(SUNYAB) has entered its sec.and week with the appearance of
400 riot-garbed police on campus.
The force, comprised of city,
campus and sheriffs' police, were
requested on campus Sunday
morning by Acting President Peter F. Regan to act in a "preventive fashion/'
It was the physical presence
of police on campus that provoked the Feb. 25 battle on campus which culminated in 17 arrests, property vandalism, and
finally the call for a strike. A
temporary restraining order obtained by Regan Feb. 27 became
permanent Thursday when none
of the named defendants showed
up in court to dispute it.
Picket lines, building occupations, and mass meetings went
on all last week, in violation of
the iron clad prohibitions of the
.injunction. Thursday, Regan suspended 20 students for violations
of the injunction and other infractions of university regulations dating back to Oct. 1969.
Most of the strike leaders and
leaders of other dissident organizations on campus were included on this list. One indivdual was
named for suspenson who hasn't
even been in school since January.
No Confidence
An estimated crowd of 6000
students held a peaceful march
around campus Sunday, March 8,
protesting the presenc.e of city
police on campus. The march :followed unofficial student faculty

Lett"rs arc welcome, and should
be no longer Utan 250 words typ.,.
written, double op..,ed. Name, tl'].,.
phone )lumber and addrn!S mu•t be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon roquest.

Peace and Strength
To the Editor:
Just some biased appreciation
for the coverage you and your
staff gave me in my hassle with
the draft. It will be a long time
until our minds and bodies are
free, and the press!
How ironic: I got all the
publicity and Derek Shannon did
all he induction refusing: he's the
hero and I'm the clown.
Peace and Strength,
mentally incompetent Manuel

meetings held in the student
union.
The police were stationed at
buildings Sunday morning, Mar.
8, and groups of six or more patrolled the grounds as students
began arriving on campus. A Jetter from the acting president explained that the regular academic functions o:f the University
"must be maintained."
The student gymnasium, also
site of the campus ROTC headquarters, has been closed down
and appropriated for campus police headquarters.
The Faculty of Arts and Letters voted lack of confidence in
Acting President Regan and voted that the suspension of the 20
students should be lifted immediately.
The Faculty of Social Sciences
and Administration urged Regan
to withdraw the police from campus, reinstate the 20 suspended
students until due process can be
used, condemned all violence by
both students and police, and set
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10¢ BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM

begins
April 5
Canterbury Chapel

Central At University
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COUNTRY BARN
Friday Fish Dinner
59¢
Sat. & Sun.
Hamburgers 15¢
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
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LENKURT ELECTRIC, located on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, is the largest independent producer of
Communications Transmissions Systems. lenkurt is an
equal oppor1unity employer.

To the Editor:
1 would like to extend an
invitation to all chicano students
to come to the Chicano Studies
Center. This same invitation was
extended to me only recently and
since that time I have found what
a warm, friendly place this is.
The Cihicanos who have already
becotne acquainted with the
center are interested in meeting
new chicano .friends and
eventually getting to know every
single chicano on campus. The
center welcomes you, the chicano
student, because you are a part of
the center. Stop in, meet some
new friends, look around and
offer your suggestioria.
Margaret Femandez
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ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
e

lie heat conductors. The heat pipe
wor)l:s on the principles of evaporation, condensation, and surface
tension pumping in a capillary
wick.
The first down-to-earth application of the heat pipe is the "Thermal Magic" cooking pin made by
Energy Conversion Systems, Inc,.
Working with Feldman on the
research grant will be Mike Berger and I;.arry Weaver.

Lutheran Worship

up intermediaries to set up tenns
of negotiations.
The SUNYAB chapter of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) has condemned Rega11 for suspending the
20 students without due process
and called upon its national headquarters in Washington to investigate Regan's role in the suspensions.
Faculty Support
A commission set up by Regan
has issued its report. The commission said it felt the adtninistration "accepted the risks of police action too readily'' and acted
on too small a store of information.
The report continued: "We believe that administrative errors
•.. contributed to escalatons of
force and to resulting injuries."
It also stated: "We find that our
administrative leaders must share
the responsibility along with the
vandals and physical assaulters
of every kind :for the course of
events."

~

P.S. More irony. I'm prosecuting
you and Ray Sc'howers in SS
board and (if Scerresse carries the
farce thru) I'll swear out a warrant
for your arrest, Don't worry, you
won't have to sit for six months in
a cage- Bill and Allen will
because the D.A. and our
president believe in law and order,
not justice.

Researchers at UNM are trying
to improve performance of the
device which may bette!" cool and
heat submarines and airc~·aft carriers.
The device also may be adapted
to cooling or warming the leading
edge of aircraft wings, re-entry
satellites, electronics equipment
and generally putting heat where
it's needed.
The device is a "heat pipe"
and small ones already are being
used to cut in half the time required to cook meats in an oven.
The Office of Naval Research
issued a research contract fol'
$41,575 to the Mechanical Eng.
ineering department at U N M,
where K. T. Feldman, will direct
studies.
Feldman said the "heat pipe,"
invented by George Grover of
Los Alamos in 1963, has started
a "small revolution" in the heat
transfer industry.
As Feldman describes it, the
"heat pipe" works five to 500
times better than the best metal-

(
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CALL 247-4347
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Official Urges Equilibrium

Jive by her rules,
"This battle (against nature) ... is
one that we cannot win," The·
long-run objective of our present
plans for New Mexico seem
nothing short of disaster," said
Linn,
"They are aimed at a
population boom that uses up our
water resources, creates
monstrous traffic problems,
pollutes the air, and turns a
healthy climate into an unhealthy
one ... the only advantage I can see
from turning the Land of

Enchantment into the Land of
Disenchantment will accrue to the
medical profession," he said,
Linn proposed planners
recognize these points:
"First; Nature is a process, and
men and everything he does is
part of that process. There are no
exceptions; there are no miracles,
either transcendental or scientific
or technological, that are above
the law...
"Second: For every action by
man there is an equal and
opposite reaction by
nature ... nature never forgets. Or
forgives."
EFFICIENCY EXPERTS
lhaN~.5' OpeN.
Linn condemned developers
You can't Imagine the grovnd
who build to the edges of arroyos,
Thl! •ea'thet- :si,"Of
covered in 83 minvtes at , . ,
public officials who permit
Gvild Arts Theatre
irrigation ditches to be closed in
iZQPO CeNil"i:il 5,E.
3405 Central N.E.
the Valley, allow land to be
Pu ..se Sah~
Noon
til
Midnite
irrigated
from ground water,
Only
$1.50
j
---'
approve digging more wells, and
insta11ing more septic tanks.
"They (officials) are
responsible for the fact that
10,000 families have no adequate
water because their wells have
gone dry or have become polluted
or brackish," said Linn.
all day and all night
Linn said, "Obviously, we can
have industrial development in the
STUDENT CREDIT
PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
state and at the same time also
have a harmonious relationship
with our natural environment.
"But, as far as I know, such a
relationship will require a level of
planning beyond anything now
under way ... if our planners allow
this to happen to New Mexico
what has happened in so many
other parts of the country and the
world, they will be committing a
Give her Contoura"" and tell ·
crime.
the world how you feel.
"It is as simple and plain and
blunt as that. And the law of
.....,.,.,..~.~:.;.·
nature guarantees that every one
of us will suffer for it. There will
be no exceptions," Linn said.
Linn said proper planning must
evaluate in detail whet effect on
the environment will be produced
by man's actions in building on,
or using, New Mexico's natural
resources.
He said growth must be
evaluated on a selective basis-that
growth in one area might be very
desirable but not at all desirable in
other areas.

,.
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Franks and Beer··Hard Boiled Eggs

2312 CENTRAl SE
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"We must remember that the
earth is finite," Linn said. "The
most fundamental question of all
is the question of population
growth. There is no hope
whatever that we can achieve
equilibrium with nature so long as
people increase at present rates.

II

" ...and New Mexico, which will
continue to feel population
pressures long after less attractive
parts of the earth have reached
equilibrium, must make special
efforts to discard the notion that
growth is progress," he said.
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Three AMPEX Deep.Gap heads let you
make duets with yourself, add e<:ho effect
or make sound-wilh·Sound record~ngs.
Unique acoustic suspension cube speakers
create sound you never believed possible
from a portable tape recorder. Aseparate
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Automatic Threading and Reverse

The exclusive AMPEX "silent signal"
automatically reverses tape at the end of a "side"
so you can hear the other side without changing reels.
Features direct tape monitor, echo effect, sound·Dn·sound,
sound·with·sound. It also threads itself automatically in
2 seconds. F.!eally professional-with lour Ampex ~eads and
acoustic suspension speakers
... the mcst In a portable system I
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WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

Unique!

WASHINGTON (MARCH 12)-The Senate vo~d today~ lower the
voting age to 18 in national, state, and local el~ctao~s, mak1!1g up to 11
million youths eligible to vote by the 1972 presidential elections.
The legislation, approved 64-17, still face~ tw? cri~ical i;ests-approval
by the House and a certain test of its constJtutJOnahty by the Supreme
Court.
The voting age proposal, sponsored by Senate Democratic leader
Mike Mansfield was adopted as an amendment to the proposed
five-year extensi~n of the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
The controversial 1965 act, which has enfranchised 800,000
Southern blacks in less than five years, still has to be approved by the
Senate. There was no indication how soon Southerners would let the
Senate reach a final vote.
The Mansfield amendment would allow youths between 18 and 21 to
vote in all elections and primaries after Jan. 1, 1971.
The Mansfield amendment allows for a speedy challenge of its
constitutionality by providing that any court case testing Congress'
action will be heard by a three-judge panel in Washington and appealed
directly to the Supreme Court. Its backers said a challenge, appeal and
ruling can be completed before the November, 1972 elections.
· The sponsors' contention that no constitutional amendment is
required to lower the voting age is based on a 1966 Supreme Court
decision which held that the 14th Amendment granted Congress the
power to ban literacy tests as a qualification to voting.
They reasoned that if Congress is empowered to find literacy test to
be discriminatory it is also empowered to find a minimum age of 21
discriminatory against a group which is treated as adults for most
purposes-those between 18 and 21.
The amendment appliE's to local and state as well as federal elections
through this language: "No citizen of the United States who is
otherwise qualified to vote in any state or political subdivision in any
primary or in any election shall be denied the right to vote in any such
primary or election on account of age if such citizen is 18 years of age
or older."
The minimum voting age is now 21 except in four states. Kentucky
and Georgia sets the minimum at 18; Alaska at 19; and Hawaii at 20.

Draftee May Replace Hershey
WASHINGTON (MARCH 12)-Ending a five-month search, President
Nixon announced today his choice of Curtis W. Tarr, a 45-year-old
Pentagon official, former university president and a World War ll
draftee, to be director of the Selective Service System,
Presented to newsmen at the White House, the proposed successor to
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey had kind words for today's young people-and
for the draft-but carefully avoided comment on proposals for an
all-volunteer armed force.
He commended the "idealism" of a presidential commission's recent
proposal that the draft be replaced by an all-volunteer force by June 30
!lext year, b~t said he preferred to save his "strong feelings" on the
•ssue for test•mony before the Senate Armed Services Committee
l:ien. John C. Stenms, D-Miss., the committee chairman, said his
committee would take up Tarr's nomination next Thursday and added
it "doesn't disturb me at all" that Tarr is not a military officer.

Laos: Another Vietnam
PARIS (MARCH 12)-North Vietnam charged at the Paris peace
talks today that President Nixon is plunging the United States into
"another Vietnam" in Laos despite his promises there would be no
more such wars.
. American and South yietnamese diplomats did not answer the charge
drrectly: The South V1etnamese delegate answered with a question
demandmg to know when Hanoi's forces would be withdrawn "from
Laos and Cambodia, as well as from South Vietnam." He received no
·answer.
U.S. ~egotiator Philip C. Habib told reporters he referred the
Co!"mumst delegates. to President Nixon's March 6 speech on Laos,
wh1ch called for a Withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops from Laos
where the fighting recently has escalated.

, I:ONDON (~ARC!J12)-Persi5t!'nt r!'ports of difficultic:J among the
SoVIet leadership pomt to possible changes in the Kremlin leadership
"this year.:· high diplomatic sources said today.
. ~ey sa1d any reshuffle in the top echelon of the Russian leadership
IS hkely to be a change for the worse from the West's point of view But
they sa~d suggestions of "imminent" changes are in the real~ of
speculatiOn,

HARPER & ROW
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·Pollution research is one of the main projects underway in UNM's
Ferris Engineering Center. Home of the College of Engineering, this
modern structure was completed last year. The building also houses
the Nuclear Research center.

Engineering Center

Experimental Classes Continue

ATHENS, Ohio--(CPS) - A
state senator is attempting to lead
a drive to cut off state funds
from the daily student newspapers
at Ohio University here and at
Bowling Green State University,
Sen. Robert Corts has accused
The Post, the Ohio University
paper, of printing "pure unadulterated smut." He specificially objected to the Post's coverage of
a sex symposium led by two doctors, a minister, and a professo1•
on the subjects of birth control,
abortion, and penis size. Corts explained, "Most students at Ohio
University are unmarried, so why
discuss the size of penises with
unmarried students.''
Corts also objected to a front
page guide to the city's restrooms
in The Post's first Sunday edition
last month. He also labeled letters

to the editor and a cartoon critical of Chicago Eight Judge Julius Hoffman as "pure smut.''
Post Editor Andrew Alexander
has attacked the charges as ridiculous, but said his paper is willing to fight if it appears Corta
intends to fight the paper.
The BG News at Bowling
Green recently has been added to
Corts' attack list. The Ohio College Newspaper Association, traditionally an ineffective organization of :;;tudent newspapers, plans
to deal with the state legislator's
charg"es at its annual meeting.
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U Seminar Program Successful I !~~:~~EQ=;~~~~767104 I

UNM's experiment in curriculum is working.
That's the consensus of both
teachers and students in the experimental Uudergraduate Seminm· Program (USP) which started last semester and has continued into second semester.
Surveys conducted by Dudley
Wynn, director of the honors program and the USP, show that
135 of the 154 students who took
one of the USP courses last year
felt the class was relevent, and
that 13 of the 15 instructors in
the program gave their class either a highly successful or reasonably successful rating.
The USP enables students to
take courses in specific areas in
which they are interested. If 15
students can come up with a good
idea for a course, and an instructor willing to teach it, they petition the USP committee to set up
the class. This semester students
have initiated classes in surrealism in the Go's, the meaning of
self, scientific reasoning and creativity, games social scientists
play, development of a modle
black studies program, an introduction to the legal problems of
the American Indians, and the
Cuban revolution.
Some courses are started by
UNM :faculty who wish to teach
in n certain area not included already in the traditional curriculum of their disciplines. Facultyinitiated courses this semester at
UNM include the secret history
of the United States, the city of
the future, technological man, Albert Camus and a relevant faith,
world population and world renourcc:;, tho engineering profes.
sion and the consumer, society,
truth and statistics, the causes
and consequ~nces of poverty in
New Mexico, and secondary education for survival in the 70's.
Rather than using the traditional A, B, C, D1 F grading system, USP courses give students

Foreign Car
Specialisti
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.
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only A, CR (pass), or NC (no
cridit). Neither CR nor NC count
in determining a student's overall
grade point average. All USP
courses are worth one hour credit,
and instructors are paid a nominal fee for taking on the extra
load.
Other interesting responses
from Wynn's survey reveal that
teachers felt that their students
were, for the most part, more
capable or at least as capable as
students they had in regular classes, and that providing students
with the opp01'tunity to engage
in discussion in small classes (15

UNM, PSC Plan
Smoke-Free Plant
Chemical engineers at UNM are
helping the Public Service Co. of
New Mexico officials plan a pollution-free plant.
Their common goal is to not
smoke up the Four Corners area
in 1973 when a new coal-fired electrical generating plant goes into
operation, burning coal recovered
in the area.
"\Ve want a clean stack," said
George Schreiber, PSC president.
He said the coal available has a
low sulphur, high ash content. So
UNM and PSC jointly are figuring out methods of hauling ashes
out of the chimney oofore they
float into the air and produce
smog.
T. T. Castonguay, chairman of
the department of chemical engineering, said PSC expressed an
interest in the air pollution studies conducted for the past two
years at UNM.
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or less students) was an important goal met by the program.
More than 77 percent of the
students took the courses because
they "just have an interest in
the 'Subject," over 86 eprcent liked
the innovative grading system,
about half wished the course credit to be raised to two hours, and
85 percent said they planned to
enroll in later USP courses (of
the subject," over 86 percent liked
wouldn't return, or didn't answer
the question, 14 indicated that
they were leaving the University
for a variety of reasons-graduation or transferring.
Some instructors felt students
tended to be less adequate if prepared becau.se of the grading
system, and that delivery of reports was not all it should have
been. In addition, lack of student
background for some courses
caused instructor concern.
"On the whole," Wynn said,
"I feel the courses have been received very well. The program
will continue and student-faculty
response may mean the program
will have to expand rapidly.
"We know these courses won't
ever replace the more traditional
curriculum. But both structured
and unstructured learning is necessm·y in the University. We hope
the USP will enable the more curious student to find his place in
the University," he said.
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famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
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Senate Lowers Voting Age to 18

Critics Challenge Soviet Troika
La l'Iantc Galltry
(Next to Lobo Theatre)

Senator Accuses Paper
Of P.rinting Pure Smut

MEXICO LOBO

Man,NatureNeedTruce
A Sandia Corp, official has
urged "Planning for Equilibrium"
as the only way man can avoid
ultimate disaster by trying to
battle nature.
Writing is the current issue of
New Mexico Business, Max Linn,
director of Public Information at
Sandia Corp., said New Mexico
"must first find a new concept of
progress other than the one we are
so dedicated to: that growth
equals progress."
Linn said that man must
establish a truce with nature and

Friday, March 13, 1970

a novel of suspense by

TONYHILLERMAN

Do you need aTutor?

Coll277-5398

Chairman of the UNM Department of Journalism

"Wonderfully exciting and authentic. To
read Tony Hillennan's The Blessing Way
is to learn much of the remarkable Navajo
people; to discover a fine writer, and to
meet a superb new fictional detective Lieutenant Joe Lcaphorn.''
-Richard Bradford
Get your copy soon at the

associated students boohstore
Down~tairs in the SUB

We can help solve some of

Mon.-Chemistry
Biology German
Tues.-Fr.ench
Spanish Math
We d.-Psychology
Physics English

your problems .... The
unusual as usual (in jewelry
of course)

jEWELERS

West Side-La Posada Dining Hall

'

7-10 p.tn.

6609 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

'

TELEPHONE

268-4480
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UNM Chicano Studies.
Plans Two Conferen.ces

Ten Win Wrest/in

Ten intramural wrestlers
captured individual
championships last night before
200 spectators in Johnson
Gymnasium's wrestling room.
The action last night capped a
three day tournament under the
supervision of Lobo wrestling
coach Ron Jacobsen. Over 100
wrestler started in the ten weight
divisions, All but twenty were
eliminated from the tournament
before last night's final battles,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity
was declared the unofficial winner
of the tournament with 88 points,
based on the number of entries
from the organization and how
the team members finished. Phi
Delta Theta was second with 86.
The evening's competition saw
only one pin, that coming in the
first match. Phil Miller won the
118-pound class by putting Jeff
Peters' shoulders to the mat 2:40
into the contest.
Some of the other exciting
'decisions saw Heavyweight Tod
Klein control Fred '!'russel for a
3-0 victory, Bob Myer (158-pound
class) outlast Brian Carlton 2·0,
and Fred Lovato reverse Brian
Zarikta in the closing seconds of
the match to win the 177 -pound
division, 5-4.
The results of the other
matches, listed by weight, were:
12 6-Gary Cordova decisioned
Frank Fernandez, 4-0; 134-Arnie
Burnham decisioned Keith
Kinane, 11-4; 142-Bruce Larsen
decisioned Keith Franchine, 4·0;
150-Bob Hogrefe decisioned Mike
Thompson, ,9-2; 167-Guy Auld
decisioned Pete Snell, 8-0; and
190-Joe Kozimor decisioned Dave
Carlette, 3-0.

Student support of the new
chicano studies program (CPS),
proven in a referendum at the
University, gives its organizers
renewed hope and solid help for
immediate goals.
Louis A. Bransford, chicano
studies director, said, "We will
encourage all chicanos to seek a
higher education, in many fields,
while maintaining their cultural
integrity.
"We want them to study the
contributions made to society
generally by the chicano, and we
want to promote better understanding among the chicano and

his neighbors."
Bransford said CPS plans two
conferences, the first for chicano
high school students planning on
entering college, and the second
for chicanos already in college or
university work.
"We hope to have the first conference by the end of March, and
the second shortly afterward,"
Bransford said.
Students Wednesday voted 804743 to approve a $6500 allocation
of ASUNM funds. Student Senate had voted the allocation but
action in Student Court blocked
the Senate action.· Opponents to
the allocation contend that the
Th.IN~S OF,rJ amount was subject to refel•enaction.
~e.. \e:Pi\~r s\...op dum
Bransford says he hopes to
J,. bOO ce.J\v-~\ $,'12 II make full-time the secretarial
post now held half-time by a CSP
f\rr 'S e...'!> d-o
1::>..(2.f , employe. "We have to provide
publications and studies on the
historical, sociological, and anthropolitical aspects of the chicano and make them available."
Bransford said he hopes part
of the materials may be kept at
Zimmel'll!an Library, and additional
material at the chicano
,better than a trip
studies
office at 1815 Roma NE.
to Old Mexico

"'o

la plante
qalleRy

A new addition to the campus was spotted by Lobo photographer
Thursday. Che's headquarters have not been revealed, for political
zeasons of course.

Headquarters

Cooper, OrzenAccused in BYU Incident

U Charges 2 With Disruption

1916 Central SE

open 11 AM 'tilll PM

University students Allen
Cooper and Bill Orzen Wednesday
were charged before Student
Standards Committee with
interfering with the UNM-BYU
basketball game Feb. 28.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender signed
the complaint against the two.
They are also charged with
interrupting and delaying the
game. They allegedly threw debris
on the University Arena floor, and
endangered the lives of the players
and other persons at the game.
Cooper and Orzen have also
been charged before Student
Standards Committee in

I

connection with the heckling
incident which led to the
cancellation of Sen. Strom
Thurmond's scheduled speech in
Popejoy Hall last week.
1'hey pleaded innocent to
charges of criminal damage to
property resulting from the
BYU-UNM game, in district court
Wednesday. They were released
on bond.
The criminal damage charge
carries a possible sentence of not
more than six months
imprisonment, or not more than
$100 fine, or both.
The district attorney's office

Spurs Meeting

AQUARIAN BOOK STOP
6922 Central SE
Phone: 256-3194
9.30to6.oo
Occult & Metaphysical

orary, will be held from 3-4:30'
p.m., Sunday, March 15 in the
Desert Room of the Union.
All freshmen women with a 3.0
gpa and above are eligible for
membership.
Additional information is available from Gay Cook, Spurs selection chairman comnrittee, 2774698.
Environmental Publicity
The publicity committee of the
Environmental Teach-In will meet
Monday, March 16 at 8 p.m. on

IJUA
A
GRADE POINT
fJfctComprehend More *Read Faster *Retain More
'Jfc Improve your *Write Better
*Take Better
Study Skills
Papers
Notes

brought the criminal charges after
the University asked review of the
case.
Lavender said other persons,
who are not UNM students, have
been identified as participants in
the debris-throwing incident, and
the district attorney's office has
that evidence.
Lavender also said other
students will be brought before
Student Standards Committee in
connection with the BYU debris
throwing incident when they are
positively identified.
Standards has the power to
acquit or expel students who are
charged before the committee.

Catnpus l:lriefs

An introductory "coke and conversation" meeting for freshmen
women interested in joining
Spurs, sophomore women's bon-

and boost
your

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Chiliburgers

Bowl of Chili ........ 29¢
Tamales ............ 29¢
Enchiladas
meat or cheese .... 24¢
3for38¢

Burros red or green
with bean ......... 24¢
with meat ......... 48¢
combination ....... 48¢

Combination Pate
87¢

I

the second floor of the Union. All
interested persons should attend
as committee assignments will be
made at the meeting.

Photography Exhibitiori
Ten UNM photography students
have been invited to show their
works at the Refocus Exhibition
opening March 21 at the University of Iowa.
They are Paige Pinnell, Cavalliere Ketchum, Steven Foster,
and Charles Wellman, all graduate assistants; Marcia Reis!llan,
Nancy Tomasson, John Mulvany,
Orlando Jimenez, Mel Buffington, and Alan Murray.

Organ Recital
Dennis M. Lovinfosse, organist,
will present his senior recital
March 23 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall.
Lovinfossc, an applied music
major, will perfol'll! five compositions. The program includes two
pieces by J. S. Bach, "Trio Sonata
V," "Allegro," and "Prelude and
Fugue in E · minor"; "Point
d'Orgue sur les Grands Jeux" by
Nicholas de Grigny; "Hommage
a Frescobaldi" by Jean Langlais,
and "Fantasy and Fugue in the
name Bach" by Max Reger.
The recital is open to the public
without charge.
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Crowns
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7:00 p.m.

Sat., April 11,
9:00a.m.

Tues., April 14,
3:30pm.

Call Ann or Pam 265-6761
Lyc;eum Learning Center

207 Dc:rrtmount Dr. NE

Open Mon.-Fri.

11·11
Sat. 11-9:30
Sun. 11-10
1830 Lomas Blvd. NE

2933 Monte Vis!& N.E.
265-6631

Fidelity Union Life. Insurance Co.
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GIFTS MAGNIF/QUE!
La Plante Gallery
3009 Central N.E.

"*
kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIE$-Bc-No Limit
special roles for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location& in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Mocleira NE

team. The coach and his team
contributed much advice and time
to help the women's team better
represent UNM in regional and
national women's competition.
The women's swim team hopes
to attend one more regional meet
and the University of California at
Los Angeles Invitational. To
attend the California meet the
women's swim team will have to
earn money to finance the trip.
The recent Lobo basketball
giveaway, sponsored by the
women's swim team, earned
several hundred dollars, More
money will be needed, however,
to enable the team to send
competitors to the national
competition in Illinois and attend
the California Invitational.

UNM
*

**

MONSTER
HAMBURGER

Joe Kozimor attempts to flip
Dave Carlette onto his back in the
190-pound championship match,
Kozimor could not pin Carlette
but won the match on a 6-2
decision.
each other twice during the
tournament. UNM's record at the
state tournament was 7-1,
defeating Eastern New Mexico
30-13, and 30-15; University of
Albuquerque 24-11, and 26-7;
Highlands University 32-7, and
25-6; New Mexico State 26-17.
UNM's only loss came in their
first game against New Mexico
State. 24-18.
UNM scored an average of
2 5 -points-per-game. Opponents
averaged 12.5·points-per-game.
Earlier in the season UNM took
second at the Catholic Indian
Center tournament in Gallup and
tied for second at the
Intermountain Conference of
College Women's Physical
Education in Salt Lake City.

49¢

I

MR FRISKY
FAMOUS FOODS

3600 EAST CENTRAl

PHO, 255·0891

FIGHT INFLATION- DISCOUNT STEREO lP'S
$4.98 Stereo Albums-only $3.00Mail this coupon now for your free list of Popular Rock, Folk, & Blues,
Factory Sealed
Guaranteed Albums-

v

To,

from:

The STUDENT STORE
1907 South Catalina Avenue
Redondo Beach, California 90277

Name--------------------Address--------------------

9•--------------------------

ZIP - - - - - - - -

The
women's basketball -----~-------------------~~-~~~~~~""-:-::"""":~..,:-,,..-1
team captured first place !a&t
weekend at the college state. -rr
"''j"'
tournament sponsored by the
-&
University of Albuquerque at ..c.a.
Johnson Gymna.Sium.
The six-member teams played -rr
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May's Means Music
Musi'c Means

Crosby, Stills Nosh &Young
Released at last, their new
album you've been waiting
for. Every song a hit t

another May's Music Value
reg. 5.98
May's Price
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CLASSES START

Mon., March 16,

··.....~-·..
·.~

Kozimor Wins
The UNM women's swim team
won their Annual Invitational
meet last Saturday. Five teams
from the Rocky Mountain region
sent teams to the meet.
Scoring 110.5 points, the UNM
women took first place, beating
the second place team Brigham
Young University, by 10 points.
High point swimmers on the
UNM team were Cindy Cornil 14
points, Jan Shockley 12 points,
Ruth Siefkin 10 points. All of the
team members who swam in the
meet contributed to the winning
point total.
National Championship
Jan Shockley, Ruth Siefkin,
Stella Cata, and Cindy Comil
qualified to swim in the first
division of Girls and Women's
Sports Championship. The
swimmers will attend the national
meet to be held this month in
Illinois.
Charlotte Piper, coach of the
swimming team, received valuable
aid from John H. Mechem, men's
swim team coach, Coach Mechem
and his staff gave the women's
team the. opportunity to practice
swimming daily with the men's

118-P1til Miller
126-Gary Cordova
134-Arnold Burnham
142-Bruce Larsen
150-Bob Hogrefe
158--Bob Myer
167-Gu)1 Auld
177-Fred Lovato
190-Joe Kozimor
Hvt.-Tod Klein

:.·.. P~~··
.. ....

women's
sports

,,,.

The Champs

............
* ....

for
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ing, riding, awimll)ing, roUghing i~ No
tourists, no resorts-just joy. $Wcat, simplicity, chaJienge, dirt, inspiration. Norman Krekler, Director. Apdo. 354-Su.
cursnl D~ Hermosillo, Sonora. Mexico.
3/13

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini.
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and tl!c minimum number of
UNM P,O. Box 20
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS; Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

Friday, March 13, 1970

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.

TO WILD SIERRA MADRE MOUNTAINS. Coed, college.age pack trip.
Quaker leadership. Pine forests, rushing
stretuns, friendly mountain people~ days
from highway. Singing, discussing~ work-

Regents Reiect Students•

I DADA IS AS DADA DOES is eucu dad"
caca. This 8; 00 weekend at Old •rown
. Studio will end in a lQveJy marriage 1

Kill Motion to Suspend Cooper, Orzen

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson, $14
hr. after. Leo Mason, 268-4589. 8/24
l\:!OVEMENT-BODY AWARENESS SENSI'l'IVITY TRAINING. 525 Well~sley SE. Call 256·0141. 3/17
MARRIED STUDENTS hospital insurance
up to $400 for maternitY. Far information
phone 242·1217. 3/13
NEED HELP 1 A listener? Personal, Mar.
ital, Sensitivity Groups~ United Ministries Counseling Center. 247·2720. 3/13
SENIOR-De sure to have your class pie·
ture taken !or the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
nt UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

l

WOULD YOU like to study more effec.
tively? Take the Study Course at
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Re.
suits ll'UIIl"anteed. 256·0880. 3/13

2)

PLUS SECOND FEATURE

Brown .George Kennedy
Fredric March

LOST & FOUND

LOSE SOME'l'HING 'I To find
Lobo Classified Ads.

it,

try

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your Josh items.
l1~0UND: Currency found. V nlidate claim
and take the money, 277·2131. 3/19

5)

PAY TOO MUCH FOR GAS: walk too far
to class? LAMBRETTA, 150 cc, $160.,
247-2539. 3/18

ASUNM
Film Committee

650 HORNET (BSA's hottest!). Excellent
condition, call Bob. 268·7847. 3/13
GENUINE ANTIQUE JENNY LIND
double bed. Cheap I 867·2814 Placitas.
3/13

Friday, March 13
7 & lOp.m.

1966 TR4A, recent engine overhaul.
36,000 miles, 22 miles/gallon. $1150,
phone 299-2671. 3/16

6)

Doors Open 7:00 p.m.

I

~·-

''•

By DON BURGE
The University Regents Saturday r~ject;ed 4-1
a motion which would have immediately
suspended Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen.
Regent Walter Wolf who sponsored the
motion said Cooper's and Orzen's continued
presence in the classroom created a "danger to
the educational function of the University."
However, President Ferrel Heady told the
Regents that he would consider the passage of
such a motion "a very serious questioning" of
his handling of the affair.
Lack of Confidence
Cooper and Orzen have been charged by the
admini!ltration with disrupting a scheduled
speech by Sen. Strom Thurmond, R.-S~C.', and
with taking part in throwing debris on the arena
floor prior to the start of the UNM·BYU
basketball game last month. The Student
Standards Committee will hear the charges.
In addition, they have been charged with the
same offenses in District Court,
Wolf told the other Regents that he was
concerned with events at UNM over the past two
weeks and said the continued presence of
Cooper and Orzen on the campus could cause
added difficulties, The two students, he said,

NEV\1

Directed by Francesco Rosi and Antonio Cervi; title translation: "II Mamenlo
Della Verite;" screenplay ond set by Rosi; photography by Gianni di Vcnanzo,
Ajace Parolin, Pasquale de Santis; music by Piero Piccioni. With Miguel Mateo
Miguelln, Jose Gomez Sevillano, Pedro Basauri Pedrucho, Linda Christian.
Spanish with English subtitles.
'
"All the row e~citement of the bullring that anyone could normally
require, plus a wealth of the color and drama in the life of a young
torero •.. Never have I seen o motion picture that so clearly and
unrelentingly shows the whole brutal, bloody business of the killing of
the bulls in the ring os does this virtual documentary."

EMPLOYMENT

"have gone beyond the realm of permissible is or is not permissible behavior," Heady added.
behavior."
The Student Standards Committee will hear
Heady, however, said he would regard Wolf's lawyers' replies tomorrow on the first of the
motion as "a very serious connotation of lack of charges against Cooper and Orzen which stem
confidence in me if the resolution is passed," He from the Thurmond speech incident. There has
added that he had considered the possibility of been no indication when they will hear the
either suspending or expelling both Cooper and charges stemming from the BYU game incident.
Orzen but that he considered it preferable to
A third student, Barbara Brown, was arrested
charge them before Student Standards.
and charged in District Court la5t Friday with
Due Process
also disrupting the game. A non-student, William
Regents President Arturo Ortega said Flowers, has also been charged with disrupting
"everyone agrees that this is a serious matter" · Thurmond's speech.
..,.,
but that it was being properly taken care of
In other action Saturday the Regents~ through the University's procedures for due designated April 22 as "Environmental Quality
process.
Day," and named the dining areas in La Posada
Regents Norris Bradbury and L.H. Wilkinson Commons after retired deans Lena Clauve and
supported Ortega's statement with Wilkinson Howard Mathany,
adding that the Regents should give "the
They also re-elected Ortega as Regents
procedures which are established and which are President with Bradbury re-elected as
now at work" a chance to work.
. vice-president and Mrs. Frank Maple re-elected
·
Heady said, "I don't want any mistake about as secretary-treasurer.
the seriousness with which I view the incidents
The "Environmental Quality Day" resolution
of the past two weeks, I consider the events are was approved with the understanding that all
all new to UNM. These.are the first incidents we planned activities be peaceful and that it be
have had of serious disruption.
made clear that classes would continue as usual
"I think UNM is now faced with the issue of with no obligation on the part of faculty or
whether or not it has met what it said with what students to take part.

'

50¢ with ID

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Either sex.
Excellent wages. Great Working Conditions. Swimming Pool: Cashiers, Life-

"WONDERFUL CARIBBEAN ..

Stnrring

Steve McQueen

1

r

TRUTH

SAVE 1 on Ampex, Sony Garrard, Scott,
etc. Trade-ins and Demoa-Tapc recorders~ spealters, phones, receiversSound by HiFi House, 3011 Monte Vista
NE at the Triangle. 3/13

EMERSON TAPE recorder-excellent for
component set up, $60.
CONSERVATIVELY checked sport coat,
size 37, $10.
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
$200, try them on-make offer, size 39,
some with two pair pants. Coli 247-2545.

THE CINCINNATI KID

1L

MOMENT
OF

FORSALE

200 USED TVs. All styles. $15 up. 4/14
GREAT BOOKS of the Western world. F..x.
cellent condition, $200. 268..0714. 3/13
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2 SHOWS TONLTEI
JENNY 7:40 & 9:45
Caribbean 7:20 & 9:25
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Arraign Three UNM Students

-Bosley Crowther, New York Times

APSYCHO-SEXUAL STUDY IN MURDER!

7:30 9:15

Removal

Bishop Fulton Sheen

BiShop Wutton Shoeen
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Ballroom.

TJninn

Charges of "disturbing a lawful
assembly," and "criminal damage to
property" were filed against three UNM
students and a former student, in District
Court Friday in connection with
demonstrations at the BYU-UNM game, and
Sen. Strom Thurmond's scheduled speech,
Allen Cooper and William Orzen were
charged with "disturbing a lawfull assembly"
(the scheduled speech of Sen. Strom
Thurmond March 4). Both pleaded innocent
before Dist. Judge Gerald Fowlie.
Barbara Brown and William Flowers were
also charged Friday, Miss Brown in
connection with the BYU incident, and
Flowers with Thurmond's scheduled talk.
Flowers, a former UNM student, pleaded
innocent to charges of "disturbing a lawful
assembly," and was released on his own
recognizance after he had come to court
voluntarily. He was not booked or arrested.

Miss Brown was charged with "criminal
damage to private property," and
"disturbing a lawful assembly'' during,..~;!, .•_
basketball game between BYU and UNM
Feb. 28. Prior to the game, debris, including
oil-filled balloons, was thrown on the court.
She was booked and released on a $250
bond after a warrant for her arrest was
issued by the Bernalillo county sheriff's
office Friday, She turned herself in to
county officials Friday night.
Or zen, a graduate student in sociology,
and Cooper, an undergraduate, earlier this
week pleaded innocent to charges of
"criminal damage to property" in
connection with the ball game.
The two also have cases pending before
the UNM Student Standard Committee in
connection with charges stemming from the
disruption of Thurmond's scheduled t!UK. ·

Student Affairs Back.s.Readiness Principle
Michelangelo Antonioni 's
first English language film
starring

Vanessa Redgrave

BLOW-UP
CO•IIOiring

David Hemmings
Sarah Miles
•rrme Magazine, Nowsweak, Sall..lfdov
RevieWt Llle Mooazins, E.T.V.t The
New Yorker, Commonweal, The
New Republic, The Village Voice,
The New ieader.

ASUNMFilm
·Committee

I COLOR I
A Premier Productlonl Co., Inc. Roteato

IRecommended for mature aud'-1
Saturday &
Sunday

7&10p.m.
50¢ with ID

• ntaptures
· beautifully
colored,
explicit sex,
in Roman pads
filled with
active swingers.
The point here
is passion and It is .
presented In the nude
with great frequency.

camille has her 11ings
In high style ... Miss
Gaubert is all there-

and candid, tao!"
-A. H. Woll•t, N.Y. Time~t

Adapted from "The Lady Of The damillias" ..... I
by Alexandre Dumas
_,.p~'~'
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The Student Affairs states that, "speaking with
Committee Friday passed a hindsight," the "presence of
motion which supports the a large number of state
principle of preparedness police" visible during the
followed at the UNM-BYU BYU game "led to increased
game, but which criticizes tension."
the "unnecessary display"
The committee statement
of force at the game.
said police should be alerted
University President and ready at such incidents,
Ferrel Heady will receive but "efforts should be made
the motion in the form of a to avoid a premature
display of force which
statement.
The committee also could promote instead of
endorsed three proposals, deter violence."
put forward by four
The principle of
ASUNM senators, which University preparedness was
state the practices of giving not followed at the Strom
final exams early, Thurmond speech, the
introducing new materi~, motion said.
and continuing classes,
Thurmond's speech was
should be discontinued . interrupted, then cancelled,
following heckling from the
during closed week.
· .
Committee member John audience.
Heide introduced the
"Prompt ejection of
motion concerning blatant hecklers at speaking
Univefsity preparedness. It events can only result in

reinforcing the image of the
University as an arena fo!
free speech, and in more
reasonable and just
treatment for the hecklers
themselves," the statement
continued.
The Student Affairs
Committee motion said it is
difficult to recognize every
event where disruption
might occur, but, "if the
students involved in the
Thurmond incident had
been ejected immediately, it
seems unlikely that their
offense would now be
viewed so gravely by the
University or so hysterically
by the public and the civil
authorities .
The motion said the
Student Affairs Committee
will a!>Sist in "developing
and implementing" the
University policy of.

preparedness for events
where "disruption could
result in violence,"
During discussion of the
passage of the motion, Vice
President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender
said he did not give a direct
order to seat state police in
the student section during
the BYU-UNM game. He
also said it "was not my
wish or the wish of the
(President's) advisory
council" that state police be
visible during the game.
ASUNM Senator Gay
Cook gave the committee a
proposal regarding practices
1)£ having classes and giving
final exams during closed
week. The proposal is also
signed by A~UNM Senators
Leonard DeLayo, Sig Olson,
and Lou Storm.
The proposal said the

theory behind closed week
is to "enable students to
review class material and
prepare for final exams by
discontinuing extracurricular and social
activities on campus, and
prohibiting instructors from
giving final exams during
pre-exam week."
Closed week proposal~ ,,a"
put forth by the four
senators, include
discontinuing closed week
extracurricular activities;
having the first two days of
pre-exam week designated
as general review days; that
no instructors give final
exams during the review
days; and, that classes be
discontinued during the
final three days of closed
week so students will have
adequate time to prepare
'
for finals."
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